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Abstract 

The paper contains a brief comparative analysis of different tools for 
electronic publishing including publishing of an electronic clone of a POP 
journal and an electronic journal with a POP version. The analysis is 
based on the experience gained by the Electronic Publishing Group of 
Geophysical Center, RAS which was involved in the creation of these 
types of journals (seven titles with nearly 2000 papers) under a grant 
agreement with the American Geophysical Union. 

Introduction 

It has become commonplace to state that electronic publishing provides many advantages to 
authors and publishers, as it allows us to pass over limitations of traditional printed-on-paper 
(POP) journals. At the same time some of the tasks which are solved easily in traditional 
publications can produce problems in electronic publishing, especially in the screen 
presentation of mathematical texts. 

The potential power of the most advanced technologies which are being developed now 
including further extensions of HTML/SGML, Java and JavaScript programming languages, 
can result in very comprehensive and exciting scientific online publications, but it is very 
doubtful that these tools could be widely used by both scientists and publishers. 

Authors' and publishers' approaches to the technology of electronic publishing are quite 
different. Authors' primary interest is to use those tools and technologies which could help 
them to present their scientific concepts, analysis and conclusions in the best way. 
Economic aspects of scientific publications are out of the scientist's primary interest, while 
these are in the first rank of the publisher's interests. 

It seems that widely used term 'electronic publishing technology' is not informative enough. 
There are great number of different tools and possibilities for sending data and information 
over the network, and presenting them on screen and/or on computer-based media. 
Publishers select and use those tools which they consider most effective (the last term does 
not mean the same for different publishers), and most convenient for the perception by the 
potential reader community. 
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